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Dasa with the meaning of demon. Within the Vedic texts, Dasa is the word used to describe supernatural
demonic creatures with many eyes and many heads. This has led scholars to interpret that the word Dasa in
Vedic times meant evil, supernatural, destructive forces. For example, Rigveda in hymn 10.99.6 states,
Dasa - Wikipedia
This is a partial list of the world's indigenous / aboriginal / native people.Indigenous peoples are any ethnic
group of peoples who are considered to fall under one of the internationally recognized definitions of
Indigenous peoples, such as United Nations, the International Labour Organization and the World Bank, i.e.
"those ethnic groups that were indigenous to a territory prior to being ...
List of indigenous peoples - Wikipedia
A lexicon of the religious beliefs and practices of the Arab tribes before the coming of Islam. This blog
explores Arabian polytheism and looks at its relation to the Abrahamic faiths and other Semitic mythologies.
Mythology and religion of pre-Islamic Arabia: Deities
India is a patchwork of tribal and non-tribal populations that speak many different languages from various
language families. Indo-European, spoken across northern and central India, and also in Pakistan and
Bangladesh, has been frequently connected to the so-called â€œIndo-Aryan invasionsâ€• from Central Asia
~3.5 ka and the establishment of the caste system, but the extent of immigration at ...
A genetic chronology for the Indian Subcontinent points to
Origins The Kongu Vellala Gounders were referred as Gangakulam (Tamil:
à®•à®™à¯•à®•à®¾à®•à¯•à®²à®®à¯•) meaning the one descended from the King Gangadatta (Sanskrit:
meaning "the one" given by the Goddess Ganga) (Tamil: à®•à®™à¯•à®•à®¤à®¤à¯•à®¤à®©à¯•) in Tamil,
Hindu literature and religious works. The name Gounder is a caste title derived from the Sangam Tamil word
Kamindan (root word being ...
Kongu Vellala Gounder (wiki): Kongu Vellala Gounder(wiki full)
It is unfortunate that in this country of ours, where Vedas were the foundation of our culture, we forgot these
original lessons of Vedas and got trapped in a variety of misconceptions regarding birth-based caste system
and discrimination of people born in certain castes collectively known as Shudras.
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